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ABSTRACT
Despite recent advances in HIV prevention and treatment, high HIV incidence persists among people who inject drugs (PWID). Difficult legal and political environments and lack of services for PWID likely contribute to high HIV incidence. Some advocates question whether any HIV prevention research is ethically justified in settings where healthcare system fails to provide basic services to PWID and where implementation of research findings is fraught with political barriers. Ethical challenges in research with PWID include concern about whether research evidence will be translated into practice; concerns that research might exacerbate background risks; and ethical challenges regarding the standard of HIV prevention in research. While these questions arise in other research settings, for research with PWID, these questions are especially controversial. This paper analyses four ethical questions in determining whether research could be ethically acceptable: (1) Can researchers ensure that research does not add to the burden of social harms and poor health experienced by PWID? (2) Should research be conducted in settings where it is uncertain whether research findings will be translated into practice? (3) When best practices in prevention and care are not locally available, what standard of care and prevention is ethically appropriate? (4) Does the conduct of research in settings with oppressive policies constitute complicity? We outline specific criteria to address these four ethical challenges. We also urge researchers to join the call to action for policy change to provide proven safe and effective HIV prevention and harm reduction interventions for PWID around the world.

INTRODUCTION
Significant advances in preventing, diagnosing and treating HIV have contributed to the global decline of HIV incidence and mortality.1 Access to evidence-based HIV prevention, testing and counselling, and treatment and care services have expanded. Despite these achievements, HIV incidence among people who inject drugs (PWID) continues to increase in many regions. HIV infection among PWID is driving HIV epidemics in Eastern Europe, the Commonwealth of Independent States, Central and South-East Asia, and the Middle East and North Africa.2 Global estimates suggest that 15.9 million people might inject drugs.3 An estimated three million PWID are likely to be HIV-infected, comprising 5–10% of all people living with HIV globally and 30% outside sub-Saharan Africa.1 3 The persistently high HIV incidence and prevalence among PWID is a substantial global health concern.

Due to structural factors that operate at multiple levels, as described below, HIV-infected PWID are often not engaged in care, leading to poor antiretroviral therapy (ART) uptake and adherence, increased HIV transmission, and the likely transmission of drug-resistant strains.4 The broad adoption of evidence-based strategies would help mitigate HIV risks among PWID, yet their adoption can be obstructed by deeply entrenched structural and policy factors. At the same time, researchers are actively attempting to improve the evidence base for appropriate care and treatment for PWID in spite of the structural barriers to effective care.

Some commentators and advocates have challenged the idea that HIV prevention research should be carried out at all in populations experiencing multiple levels of social, legal or political disadvantage. First, is conducting further research a reasonable means of addressing the health needs of PWID? Some advocates for civil rights, legal protections and better services for PWID view clinical research as a distraction from these broader struggles; or worse, they may view research efforts as an attempt to ignore or whitewash oppressive practices.4 Therefore the first challenge is to consider whether or under what conditions research would be an effective and acceptable mechanism to advance the health and welfare of PWID. Second, if research has a valuable role to play, are there populations of PWID that experience relatively little oppression, whose participation in research is ethically acceptable? Could research objectives be reasonably accomplished with populations that are less burdened with social and legal difficulties? Would this be ethically preferable? Finally, if research does go forward, how should it be designed and conducted?

In this paper, we first review briefly the background conditions that can contribute to HIV risk among PWID. We then analyse four key ethical questions on the issues of vulnerability, responsiveness and reasonable availability, standard of care and prevention, and complicity, all affecting the conduct of HIV prevention and treatment research with PWID. Based on this analysis, we provide criteria for responding to these challenges with minimum requirements that include meaningful, inclusive and robust community engagement as well as strict criteria for providing benefit and mitigating the risks faced by PWID in many settings. We suggest, furthermore, that researchers join the call to action to address flawed policies denying proven effective health interventions to PWID, and that all researchers, including those conducting...
biomedical prevention trials, join the effort to ensure delivery of the globally accepted package of prevention interventions for PWID in all settings where research is conducted.

BACKGROUND CONDITIONS

Interventions such as opioid substitution therapy (OST), syringe exchange programmes (SEPs) and expanded use of ART can significantly curtail HIV transmission among PWIDs and are considered essential components of a successful combination prevention programme for PWID. Furthermore, methadone and buprenorphine maintenance are considered essential medicines by WHO, but coverage of these interventions is extremely low. Worldwide, an estimated two syringes were distributed per PWID per month although most PWID inject at least twice per day. Coverage of OST was estimated at 8 recipients per 100 PWID in 2008, with wide variations between countries. Only about 4% of all HIV-infected PWID are on ART.

HIV risk reduction and prevention modalities that have been developed with non-drug using populations, such as pre-exposure prophylaxis and HIV treatment as prevention, may be difficult to implement with PWID, due to social and structural conditions that inhibit access to services. A large scale-up of HIV prevention, treatment and care for PWID would undoubtedly be needed, and would undoubtedly help control the epidemic in this population; however, some policymakers and healthcare providers may be reluctant to encourage or facilitate access to care for PWID owing to fears or addictophobia—namely, fear, aversion and discrimination with regard to PWID. Efforts to improve access are often undermined by multiple barriers including social marginalisation and criminalisation of injection drug use, resulting in inadequate worldwide coverage of services for PWID.

We emphasise that biomedical HIV treatment and prevention interventions are not a substitute for harm reduction approaches, but are a critical component of healthcare systems that should be available to all individuals at risk.

Global disparities in access to HIV prevention services for PWID may be explained at least in part by structural barriers, which include laws governing substance use, OST and syringe purchase and possession. For example, in 12 countries, drug and alcohol offences are punishable by judicial corporal punishment, which is a violation of international law. In Russia, OST is illegal. Several countries (eg, China, Mexico, Thailand and Vietnam) continue to operate compulsory treatment programmes (eg, forced labour or military training camps) which do not provide OST. Such programmes have not been effective in reducing drug use, and have been associated with higher HIV risk behaviours and other harms that constitute human rights violations. While other countries avoid such punitive measures, some such as the USA have laws that prohibit the purchase of syringes without a prescription, or prohibit syringe exchange, which limits PWID’s access to sterile injection equipment. Even in settings where syringe access is permitted, PWID carrying used syringes can still be charged with drug possession due to trace amounts of illicit drugs in the used syringes that can be used as evidence.

Policing practices are perhaps the most pervasive structural barrier that undermines HIV prevention for PWID. Arrests for drug possession, soliciting bribes and confiscating syringes have consistently been shown to influence where, with whom, when and how PWID administer their doses. Policing practices can directly affect PWID by pressuring them to inject hurriedly in the street, in shooting galleries where needles are rented or sold, or by seeking out ‘hit doctors’ who assist PWID with injection, usually in exchange for splitting the shared drug solution. These practices increase the risk of needle sharing, transmission of HIV and other bloodborne infections, and overdose mortality. Police misconduct, such as physical and sexual abuse perpetrated against PWID is common. In Thailand, 38% of PWID were beaten by police, which was associated with higher odds of syringe sharing and reduced access to healthcare. It has been estimated that if police beatings were eliminated in Odessa, Ukraine, HIV incidence among PWID would decrease up to 19% over a 5-year period. Policing can also indirectly increase transmission of HIV and bloodborne infections by discouraging PWID from carrying syringes, using SEPs or displacing PWID to areas with limited access to SEPs or OST. In the USA, SEPs reported the following police interactions at least monthly: client harassment: 43%; confiscation of clients’ syringes: 31%; client arrest: 12%. In Ukraine, police harassment is a major barrier to use of SEPs, OST and even ART adherence among PWID.

In some countries in Eastern Europe, Central and South-East Asia, PWID are ‘registered’ with authorities, which contributes to stigma and avoidance of HIV prevention services.

VULNERABILITY: CAN THE RIGHTS AND WELFARE OF PARTICIPANTS IN CLINICAL TRIALS BE PROTECTED?

International ethics guidelines stipulate that populations that are vulnerable should only be enrolled in research if equivalent research cannot be conducted with non-vulnerable groups. In many cases, vulnerability refers to impairment in ability to provide free and informed consent to research—hence, the ethical argument to prefer enrolment of non-vulnerable groups is based on the fundamental importance of consent.

For example, individuals with impairment in decision-making capacity, or children, may need special protections of this type.

Discussions of vulnerability and research protection can become confused by the multiple meanings of the word vulnerable. The concept of vulnerability can be broader than the ability to decide or consent, and can refer instead to economic or social disadvantage or risk of criminal prosecution. Vulnerability, considered broadly, consists of an individual being in a situation or condition in which she cannot adequately protect her own interests. The proposed guideline 15 for Council for International Organizations of Medical Sciences (CIOMS) states that researchers and research ethics committees must ensure that specific protections are in place to protect the rights and welfare of vulnerable groups enrolled in research.

Understandably, concerns may be raised that in settings where PWID face oppressive practices, they should be viewed as a vulnerable population deserving special protection in (or from) research. When the research question addresses prevention or treatment of HIV among PWID, in most cases it will be necessary to enrol PWID in clinical research. However the question is whether choice of study sites or populations should be driven by selection of PWID who do not experience punitive laws, policies or practices, or who have better access to care, compared with those populations that do experience these oppressive conditions. It should be noted that these distinctions are all relative, since even in countries with more permissive laws and policies, social stigma and economic and cultural concerns can still be problematic.

Choice of study populations and research sites can affect the scientific validity and feasibility of a trial. Research in settings where HIV incidence is high is more likely to generate statistically meaningful results with respect to HIV-related outcome measures. Studies that are underpowered and unable to reliably answer the research question provide no scientific benefit. In terms of scientific feasibility, conducting appropriately designed
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HIV prevention studies in high-incidence populations have the greatest potential to answer the research question. Scientific feasibility is a necessary but not sufficient condition for research to go forward, since other ethical criteria must also be met.

Nevertheless, if the research question could easily be answered without enrolling PWID in oppressive settings, ethical guidelines for vulnerable populations would require specific justification for their inclusion. Such a default position is motivated by the goal of protecting vulnerable groups from exploitation or harm. In general, there are two types of justifications for inclusion of vulnerable groups: first, that provision of direct benefits of research is significant and outweighs risks, burdens or other adverse consequences of research participation; or, second, that developing effective policy change for these populations requires their participation in research studies, and that conducting the same research with different populations would fail to accomplish that goal. Both of these arguments come into play with regard to PWID. We believe direct benefits to trial participants must significantly outweigh risks for a trial to be ethically appropriate under difficult political conditions. Further, consideration of the likelihood of translation of research findings is also important, but may require special consideration (relative to other areas of clinical research) given the highly politicised nature of healthcare, harm reduction and other services for PWID. We discuss each of these issues in turn.

**Risks**

In addressing the ethical acceptability of research with PWID, it is critical to distinguish risks of research itself from the background risks experienced by PWID in the local setting. Both types of risk must be addressed by researchers in the design of the study and monitoring procedures.

**Addressing and minimising research risks**

As stated above, one formulation of the default position about protection of vulnerable groups is that it is unfair to expose people who already experience significant burdens from exclusion or oppression to additional risks associated with research itself. This default position is based on the assumption that research poses significant risks, or greater net risks than benefits. This is a rebuttable presumption, however, since some studies offer a favourable risk-benefit ratio and could provide direct benefits to disadvantaged groups, and at the same time produce valuable knowledge for future treatment or policy decisions relevant to their needs. The balance of risks to potential benefits varies across different studies. Phase I studies, for example, may be designed to expose participants to new products in order to assess safety, side effects, pharmacokinetics or establish dosing. The risks of phase I research vary greatly across studies, and can be significant. Usually the prospect of clinical benefit is unlikely. It is difficult to justify conducting a non-beneficial phase I study in a marginalised population already exposed to significant social and health burdens. In contrast to early phase research, some research on PWIDs seeks to quantify the relative therapeutic merits of interventions that are each likely to provide recipients with direct health benefit—providing potential benefit to all trial participants. Some commentators object to randomised trials with PWID, under the assumption that randomisation implies that risky experimental modalities are being used, that control groups will not benefit or that risks outweigh benefits. In fact, randomisation itself does not imply a high level of risk in these protocols, and each trial must be evaluated on the basis of risks and benefits of all trial arms.

In general, provision of direct benefits to trial participants is not sufficient in and of itself to justify research, since research must also pursue a scientifically valuable research question, but it is critically important to establish that benefits to PWID in clinical trials outweigh concerns about risks and burdens. In other words, given the significant burden of oppressive policies, lack of access to care and inadequate provision of harm reduction measures to PWID in many settings, it would be unreasonable to invite PWID to participate in studies with potential risk and no likelihood of direct benefit. With different populations, not similarly burdened it might be ethically acceptable to ask participants to make an altruistic contribution to research that is not directly beneficial. In sum, we advocate for ensuring direct benefits in HIV prevention studies involving high-risk PWID populations.

**Addressing and minimising background risks**

A related ethical challenge is that research may pose risks due to exacerbation of background risk for populations already facing stigma, violence, and legal and social disadvantages.

These issues were extensively examined in the context of the HIV Prevention Trials Network (HPTN) 058 study, which tested counselling plus buprenorphine substitution therapy for HIV prevention in China and Thailand. First, an intensive social and legal analysis of the setting of the research was conducted prior to initiating the trial. Second, site visits, community engagement and agreements with local authorities were secured prior to enrolment. Agreements with authorities were sought specifically to reduce the risk of incarceration or other adverse outcomes for study participants. Third, regular monitoring to ensure the social well-being of participants were part of routine study visits, by asking specifically about any difficulties experienced such as police/legal problems, housing, healthcare/insurance, employment, friend/family issues or other issues. The monitoring revealed that very little social harm occurred during participation in the trial: researchers documented a total of 4 incidents among the 1250 participants in the trial, all of which were described by the participants as minor: 3 had problems with friends and 1 had difficulty scheduling a study follow-up visit. In fact, 80% of participants reported positive social impact of the trial at the 26-week visit, in such areas as reduction in drug use, better social relationships and economic improvement. It was also the case that some participants were incarcerated during the trial period, although there is no evidence that trial participation played any role, direct or indirect, in causing those events. Among those who were incarcerated, contact between researchers and authorities appeared helpful in securing their release, due to research contacts enabling families to advocate more effectively for their incarcerated family members, and most of the study participants were released. Experience from several trials, including HPTN 058 indicates that with careful planning, research participation does not necessarily increase risk of adverse social or legal consequences, and in fact, could be protective. However it remains a concern that research has the potential to exacerbate risky background conditions, and it is a core ethical responsibility of researchers to carefully assess risks and take precautionary measures. If sufficient protections cannot be put into place, and if serious additional risks are likely to be triggered by the research itself, it would be unacceptable to initiate a trial in that setting.

**Distributive justice**

When studies provide significant benefits, selecting study populations whose rights are well protected while avoiding those who are experiencing rights violations, can disadvantage the latter...
group even further by setting back their interests in relation to their counterparts in less oppressive settings. Since HIV incidence is highest in settings where PWID lack access to appropriate care and legal protection, these groups need interventions more urgently than others in less risky settings. The ideal response to this need would involve a broad realignment of social policy and economic funding in order to make established effective interventions widely available in these settings. Our contention is that research that might alter restrictive social policy and that offers the prospect of direct benefit to participants may be permissible as a means of trying to ameliorate burdens experienced by PWID who live in environments that contribute to their susceptibility to disease and deprivation. In an environment with poor policies, evidence generated locally may have a much better chance of influencing future policies—even if the prospects for change are not bright—than evidence generated elsewhere. If there is some prospect of pushing productive policy change, we argue, it is better to include PWID from those settings in research than avoid them. This kind of claim must rest on evidence that there is at least a chance of progress, that chances will be made better by conducting research locally, and evidence that the research would not cause further harm, either directly or indirectly through adverse policy changes in response to the research activities.

Local efforts to improve care and services in the context of research, combined with new evidence regarding HIV risk, may have positive local effects. For example, researchers conducting an observational study near the northern Mexican border partnered with a local non-governmental organisation (NGO) using mobile vans for providing HIV prevention services for PWID. The researchers presented results of the study to local and regional health officials, demonstrating a worrisome increase in HIV incidence among PWID in the border region, and issued a joint binational press release. The study findings stimulated policymakers at the local and state levels in Mexico to adopt harm-reduction approaches such as stepped-up provision of condoms and syringes. At the national level, a fleet of mobile vans was commissioned for SEP services.

Additional work is often needed to extend and sustain improvements in clinical care at the conclusion of a research study. It is difficult to secure guarantees of sustained care in the context of research budgets, but partnership with local health authorities, where possible, as well as involvement of NGOs and community groups, may improve sustainability and continuity in some cases. And in fact, there is some evidence that policymakers look preferentially to locally generated evidence when making decisions about implementation at the local level.

At a broader level, advocacy groups, expert bodies and NGOs gather and present evidence from research to advocate internationally for better policies and programmes for PWID and to inform international guidelines. WHO guidance can prompt health policy changes, and current WHO guidelines call for the use of a series of interventions for PWID that address healthcare needs and HIV risk: community-based outreach, SEPs, OST and other drug-dependence treatment; HIV counselling and testing; ART for injection drug users living with HIV; prevention and treatment of sexually transmitted infections; condom programmes for IDUs and their sexual partners; targeted information, education and communication for IDUs and their sexual partners; vaccination, diagnosis and treatment of viral hepatitis; and prevention, diagnosis and treatment of tuberculosis. These guidelines are intended to drive positive policy change, and in spite of the challenges of oppressive policies in many countries, there are some success stories. For example, OST is now offered to PWID in Mauritius and Tanzania and is being implemented in Kenya. If research was avoided systematically in settings with problematic policy developments due to concerns about uneven implementation, the status quo would prevail, and the interests of these disadvantaged groups would continue to be underaddressed, contributing to ongoing and worsening inequalities in care, and exposure to HIV risk.

RESPONSIVENESS AND REASONABLE AVAILABILITY REQUIREMENTS: WILL RESEARCH FINDINGS BE TRANSLATED INTO HEALTH PRACTICE?

International ethics guidelines regarding research in resource-limited settings emphasise the need for responsiveness to host country priorities: research studies should address a priority health need and have the potential to provide benefit to those in the host country. The concern is that some research studies may exploit those living in poor countries by testing products or approaches that are irrelevant to health needs of the host country and that in the end will only benefit other, wealthier countries or regions. A related concern is reasonable availability of interventions that are proven effective. There is often a major gap in delivery of proven interventions in resource-poor settings, and if barriers to implementation are not addressed, study findings, again, may benefit only wealthier regions and countries that host clinical trials will not reap rewards of improvement of health for their populations. Thus, questions arise as to whether clinical trial findings will influence policy in settings where legal and political forces are major obstacles for treatment and care for PWID.

In the bioethics literature, debates about responsiveness and reasonable availability have typically centred on situations where resource constraints are the principal challenge to effective implementation of new interventions. However, in research with PWID, research may be ignored by governments that employ non-evidence-based policies driven by political considerations rather than public health objectives. In the case of harm reduction for PWID, then, the barriers typically relate more to political concerns than cost.

Moreover, policy decisions regarding proven, evidence-based interventions for harm reduction can be unpredictable and idiosyncratic. Ukraine has implemented a policy providing OST to PWID in recent years, although access and availability of services is not yet universal, whereas in Russia, OST remains illegal. With the recent takeover of the Crimean peninsula by Russian forces, OST was abruptly suspended for approximately 600 opiate-addicted persons. In the USA, a congressional ban on US federal funds to support SEPs was in effect until 2012, briefly lifted and then reinstated in 2013, which has led to significant difficulties in sustaining SEPs in high-risk metropolitan areas where most PWIDs reside. The ban on federal funding for SEPs was lifted yet again in December 2015, reflecting the ever-changing political and legislative climate with regard to this public health intervention. The unpredictability of these political forces raises questions about whether an improved evidence base can make a positive contribution to changes in policy and practice. Recently, an HIV outbreak in Indiana has prompted lawmakers in that and other states to reconsider SEPs. While the introduction of new SEPs is encouraging, these developments—the timing of the outbreak itself, and the response of local authorities—were not predictable in advance and do not provide a reliable framework for linking research projects with policy action.

In situations where politics trump science in decision-making, and where effective interventions for PWID are not available,
questions arise about the ethical acceptability of research trials. Should researchers avoid engaging in settings where policymaking processes do not appear responsive to the evidence base?

The relationship between evidence and policymaking is, in fact, complicated and unpredictable even in less contentious settings.\(^{35}\) Several models of policymaking have been described and each has implications for non-evidentiary concerns playing a major role, for example, the influence of established positions within organisations, casual empiricism and speculation, policy networks of various actors, and political processes.\(^{15}\) Models of research utilisation also include a variety of processes such as strategic or adversarial politics, social and professional interactions, and the institutionalisation of knowledge.\(^ {36-38}\) What all these models have in common is a combination of various actors and political and social conditions that are needed to accomplish policy change. In the public health arena, researchers certainly constitute one important stakeholder group, but are far from being the major or decisive factor in policy decisions. In fact, some analysts describe difficulties in achieving policy change regarding drug use as being due in part to the divergent views of public health and criminal justice authorities:

Several explanations emerged to explain this phenomenon. The first is that drug policy making remains opaque and divided between the more powerful law enforcement and justice ministries that support punitive approaches, and the health ministries which tend more toward supporting harm reduction approaches to managing drug use.\(^ {39}\)

Recently, public health researchers described a series of case studies regarding policymaking on SEPs in three US cities.\(^ {40}\) In one of these cities, Baltimore, the relationships between researchers and policymakers seemed to play a positive role in supporting evidence-based policy. In contrast, in Philadelphia, grassroots organising, following the evidence base was critical; and in Washington DC, political change was the major factor. In the face of diverse policy responses, researchers usually cannot predict when or how findings will be implemented in public health programmes. Certainly many researchers become advocates for better evidence-based approaches;\(^ {14}\) and many public health researchers are also champions for human rights of PWID in international policy discussions.\(^ {12}\) It is unclear when and how these activities might bear fruit in terms of real implementation of productive programmes for PWID, in spite of substantial effort on the part of the research community in advocating for policy change. In any of these efforts for policy change, it is clear that partnership and collaboration with community representatives from PWID organisations and advocacy groups is essential. These partnerships help ensure that policy change will be more responsive to the best interests and health needs of PWID.

Focus on the responsiveness question in the bioethics literature has led some to conclude that research is simply not justifiable.\(^ {41}\) In settings where research findings cannot be put into practice, because any risks or burdens of research would be unfairly imposed on individuals and communities who cannot later reap the benefits of successful interventions.\(^ {41}\) Proponents of this ethical requirement have discussed the difficulty in determining precisely which research projects satisfy the responsiveness and reasonable availability requirements, how much flexibility should be allowed, and what procedural mechanisms could be used to make these judgments. The difficult policy environment regarding healthcare and services for PWID only serves to make this analysis more challenging.

In spite of the complexity of the responsiveness and reasonable availability principles and lack of consensus regarding their application, there are three main arguments in favour of including PWID in studies from specific countries where policy processes are uncertain. The first relates to possibilities of local, national or regional change. Although some policymakers may not be motivated solely by a desire to protect the rights and interests of PWID, it may be possible to persuade them that HIV prevention policies protecting PWID are worthwhile if they are cost-effective at the population level. For example, in many locations, police education programmes that bundle occupational safety with harm reduction messages have been met favourably by police departments\(^ {16-22}\) which offers the possibility that police may be convinced to avoid behaviours that elevate HIV risks among PWID. Moreover, policymakers may be resistant to implement programmes on the basis of data generated in social contexts that are very different from their own. Trials that generate evidence regarding local efficacy and cost-effectiveness of interventions for PWID may therefore meet the requirement of responsiveness to local health needs.\(^ {18-19}\) Positive policy developments have occurred, for example increasing numbers of PWID receiving OST in China and Vietnam, and increases in ART coverage for PWID in Vietnam. Ukraine has significantly increased SEP coverage, and Malaysia has made a dramatic shift from a punitive law enforcement approach to evidence-based prevention and treatment programmes.\(^ {43}\)

The second argument relates to the potential for direct benefit to trial participants. Although the overall purpose of studies is to advance the knowledge base for prevention, care and treatment interventions for PWID, many clinical trials in this area offer a favourable balance of risks and benefits to participants, as when studies compare the relative merits of prevention modalities that are known to be effective. In such cases, participation in research may represent the only avenue through which PWID can access prevention modalities that are restricted on the basis of law or policy. When this is the case, excluding certain populations of PWID from the direct benefits of research may exacerbate their health burdens and also constitute unfairness. Decisions about whether the overall benefits of participating in a research study outweigh other ethical concerns must include the voices and opinions of PWID and their representatives in each local setting. Community engagement has become standard practice in HIV prevention research, but the degree of input and control exerted by community representatives and advisory boards varies substantially across studies and contexts. True representation of PWID in evaluating the acceptability of clinical research studies is critically important given the array of social and ethical issues at stake.\(^ {44}\)

The third argument for not requiring a predictable path towards policy change is that when political conditions are favourable for change, evidence must already be in hand. Waiting for political forces to come into alignment to then generate new research studies would often be too late. Clinical trials take years to implement and generate findings; and if a political favourable environment emerged without the requisite evidence being available, valuable opportunities would be lost. Policymakers might choose to wait for evidence to be generated (which would take time, and further delay positive impacts for PWID populations); or they might act without having reliable evidence in hand—which could lead to non-evidence-based or ineffective approaches being implemented.

**STANDARDS OF CARE AND PREVENTION: WHAT STANDARD OF CARE AND PREVENTION IS ETHICALLY APPROPRIATE?**

In designing research, it is essential to determine the appropriate standard of care and standard of prevention. In the context of

HIV prevention trials, standard of prevention often refers to the set of services that will be provided to all participants in the proposed research regardless of the study arm, although this could also refer to active control arms in clinical trials. Standards of care and prevention affect several important ethical domains of the research, including protection of well-being of trial participants, scientific integrity of the research, utility of trial results for policy decision-making, and ultimately, fairness in distribution of resources to address health needs in populations. While standard of prevention questions arise in almost all HIV prevention research, research with PWID must grapple with the additional legal, political and social complexities of drug use, and the substantial barriers at multiple political and operational levels to implementation of known prevention tools.

The Bangkok Tenofovir Study, for example, demonstrated the safety and efficacy of tenofovir for pre-exposure prophylaxis among PWID but the study has been criticised in part because an evidence-based means of prevention (ie, SEP) was not used either as background care or as the comparator arm of the trial and study treatment was made available in closed settings even though this would not be expected outside of the research setting. Some local advocacy groups representing PWID opposed the trial due to the lack of provision of clean syringes in the trial, and the lack of significant input into the study protocol. Concerns were expressed that recruitment was carried out by nurses who delivered methadone treatment, compromising voluntariness of participation. Advocates also reported that only certain individuals were invited to participate in community advisory board discussions. The debates about the Bangkok trial demonstrate the importance of addressing community representation and ensuring engagement early in the research process so that advocates and representatives have a voice in the design of the trial. Input from stakeholders on standards of care and prevention is critical as the trial is being designed, as the data are collected and as the results are disseminated.

In the context of clinical trials, there have been vigorous debates about how to handle situations where the healthcare system delivers a low level of care, that is, when the local ‘standard’ does not reflect accepted evidence-based practices. A fundamental tension relates to whether it is appropriate to use the local standard of care as the prevention standard with the aim of maximising local relevance and feasibility, versus implementing higher standards of care or prevention with the goal of driving or pushing standards to a higher level and providing highest level of direct benefit to study participants. There are important trade-offs in terms of the presumed benefits of higher standards versus the presumed greater feasibility of implementing local standards in the healthcare system. Substantial bioethics debate on this topic took place in the context of trials of anti-retroviral interventions to prevent mother-to-child transmission of HIV addresses research with PWID, and states that “where there are insurmountable barriers to ensuring access to sterile needles and syringes for all trial participants, HIV prevention trials among people who inject drugs should not proceed.” This guidance point raises particularly challenging issues on efficacy trials on HIV prevention with PWID, since many countries with a high prevalence of PWID and HIV infection have outlawed SEPs and OSTs.

Finally, the HPTN Ethics Guidance takes a pragmatic approach, advocating for locally sustainable standards to be used in trials. For a particular method to be included in the standard of prevention there must be evidence of efficacy, it must be reasonably accessible and be practically achievable in the research setting. The rationale for this approach is that sustainable standards address considerations of locally distributive justice, as well as ensure that trials are relevant to the local setting.

This wide variation in ethical guidance on the topic of standards of care and prevention highlights the difficulty in reaching a strong consensus on an ethical path forward. Arranging the various options on a continuum, the least demanding standard is using the current local standard of care in a trial, while the most demanding regime would be to provide all known efficacious measures to study participants. Arguments for simply accepting the status quo standards are easy to defeat, since the ultimate objective of clinical research is to improve standards of care, both in terms of organised delivery of known interventions as well as testing new interventions or strategies, and local care may simply be well below any acceptable level. Arguments in favour of de facto standards are often based on the idea that the local standard has maximum relevance to local conditions, coupled with the claim that researchers do not have specific obligations to trial participants to remedy conditions of healthcare disparity that they did not create. However, aiming for relevance should not lead to absolute judgments on accepting the status quo.

On the other end of the spectrum, an argument in favour of delivering all known interventions, as advocated by UNAIDS guidance, may be criticised on the basis that it is unrealistic that health systems are going to simultaneously adopt all proven methods, even if political obstacles were removed. Cost-effectiveness and priority setting in health systems inevitably results in some difficult decisions about what services will be funded. Moreover, employing all methods may be logistically challenging, or potentially cause unintended clinical or behavioural side effects related to the interactions of methods that have not been previously combined. While the UNAIDS guidance is international and intended to apply broadly to HIV research around the world, in fact, nuances in its application have been discussed in several commentaries and stakeholders have expressed various views of the feasibility of implementing all its provisions on the ground. For example, when local regulatory authorities have not approved an intervention, in some cases it may be practically impossible to deliver it as a background intervention in a trial. And in spite of the international standing of this guidance, there is wide variability in how standards of prevention are interpreted in practice, depending on the design of the trial, needs of the population and local healthcare capacity.

The HPTN ethics guidance advocates feasible and sustainable improvements to standards of care and prevention, which provides a middle ground in establishing better standards of prevention when local clinical standards are so low as to allow significant and preventable harm. Improvements in the standard of care defined by these criteria help protect welfare of trial participants, retain relevance to local healthcare systems and help
drive improvements in clinical standards. In spite of the theoretical appeal of this argument, the question that arises is how high a level of improvement can be implemented and sustained, especially in light of political and legal complexities relevant to interventions for PWID.

Choice of the standard of prevention also affects scientific aspects of clinical trials and trial efficiency. In prevention trials that use HIV as an end point, the more infections that are prevented across all study arms, the greater the sample size needed to detect the effect of the intervention being studied. Similarly, the more interventions that are included in a trial, the more complex it may be to detect the effect of any single intervention. Clinical trials have the potential to provide both an evidence base and pragmatic experience with better care and services for PWID. Research trials sometimes provide a platform to test treatment modalities that are politically unpopular, thus gathering evidence that can be used in policy and advocacy discussions to improve care and treatment. However, in some settings it is impossible to introduce specific prevention or treatment modalities into a trial when government authorities refuse to approve the trial or have banned the interventions.

A particularly controversial aspect of the standard of prevention arises when clinical trials are conducted in countries that do not have SEP. If provision of syringes is outlawed in certain settings, researchers do not have the option to offer this service as part of the trial. The question is whether researchers should be allowed to include sites without SEP programmes, whether they should make arrangements to provide services even when not locally available or whether those sites and countries should be excluded from research entirely.

Advocates for rights of PWID around the globe, including many in the research and public health communities as well as diverse and numerous NGOs have been consistently calling for improved access to harm reduction interventions such as SEP and OST. These interventions are proven effective and cost-effective in reducing the risk of acquiring HIV and viral hepatitis and can help engage PWID in clinical care. There is a risk that biomedical trials for HIV prevention being conducted in anything other than a setting with full access to SEP and other services for PWID will be viewed as support for these negative policies, and might encourage ‘medicalisation’ of HIV prevention. These developments would not serve the interests of PWID and could derail the emphasis on essential services that should be provided for all PWID but are often politically unpopular. Some commentators express concern that even the existence of trials of other strategies for HIV prevention provide de facto support for bad policies denying SEP and OST to those who need them and distract from the push for progressive policy change. Another objection is that use of antiretroviral (ARV)-related approaches like pre-exposure prophylaxis (PrEP) pose an extra burden on PWID—pill taking, side effects, challenges in maintaining drug regimens—for objectives related to population health and not primarily for individual benefit.

Analysing these objections requires further exploration of the important claims at stake. There is strong consensus among international health organisations that SEP and OST ought to be standard interventions available to all people who need them, and ARV-based interventions would not be as urgently needed if clean needles were available. By analogy, if a hospital failed to follow proper infection control procedures, all its patients might need to be treated with antibiotics either prophylactically or therapeutically. But if standard infection control were observed, the treatment would not be necessary. A call for appropriate hospital procedures would be in order—just as the call for SEP is made by advocates and NGOs and researchers around the world. We suggest that all HIV prevention researchers, including those conducting biomedical prevention trials, join this call to action to ensure that the minimum package of nine HIV prevention interventions for PWID is available in all settings where they propose to conduct research.

On the other hand, there are times when structural change takes time, and significant political barriers to SEP and OST have been very difficult to address. A different analogy could be found in early arguments for the development of female-controlled methods for HIV prevention—at a time when the only intervention was the male condom, which many men refused to use. Women’s rights advocates continued to press for better legal and social protection systems for women so that they are not forced into sexual relations without protection from HIV. At the same time, advocates for further HIV prevention research wanted to explore female-controlled methods like vaginal microbicides that would give women an option to choose to protect themselves even when their partners didn’t or wouldn’t cooperate. Research advocates also supported the agenda for women’s rights, but wanted to look for mechanisms to protect women in the near term—without waiting for the massive cultural, political and legal changes needed to guarantee women full decision-making autonomy.

The situation with SEP and PWID resembles each of these scenarios to some extent. It is unconscionable that known safe, affordable and effective public health interventions like SEP and OST continue to be rejected for overtly political reasons in many settings. Basic human rights and public health principles should dictate that these ill-conceived, non-evidence-based policy choices be reversed. At the same time, PWID deserve to have access to other beneficial interventions as well. In a fair world, PWID everywhere have access to the entire array of interventions—SEP, OST and use of ARVs, for prevention and treatment. Community advocates and researchers recognise that an array of prevention methods is needed in each setting so that individuals can choose the particular combination that is feasible and acceptable to them.

The development of new evidence for prevention treatment and care should not be a substitute for advocacy for policy and legal change. And many researchers and advocates around the world believe that researchers should set an example of proactive approaches to higher standards of prevention in clinical trials. Specifically, advocates have called for provision of sterile injecting equipment to be a uniform requirement for any trials with PWID. We endorse this requirement as the default position, and a principled approach to the conduct of clinical trials. Any deviation from this approach could only be undertaken with strong endorsement from locally representative advocacy groups for PWID, and only after satisfying the other ethical requirements we have laid out: favourable risk-benefit ratio, community engagement, and steps taken, as far as possible, to promote uptake of successful research interventions. In other words, any deviation from globally accepted standards of prevention for PWID could only be undertaken if a study offered direct benefits and was endorsed by the local community as ethical and appropriate to meet their needs.

Some important trials have used locally relevant standards and have developed new, effective and feasible interventions. For example, despite stringent policies towards PWID and no access to methadone or buprenorphine maintenance for PWID in Russia, research showed that naltrexone (an opioid receptor antagonist) can be used effectively to manage opioid...
dependence and that a peer educator network approach is a promising strategy to reducing HIV incidence. This example illustrates that in some cases, despite government prohibitions on use of specific effective interventions, alternative interventions may be tested and may provide much needed benefits to PWID.

In working to determine the appropriate standard of prevention for a HIV-related research with PWID, researchers and sponsors can address these social, cultural, ethical and political tensions in several ways. First, investigators should consult meaningfully and broadly with community representatives and advocates for PWID in the local setting and receive input from these groups about clinical trial design, procedures and dissemination of the research. Researchers should also work with local colleagues to assess conditions on the ground—such as the availability of interventions, and potential cultural or political resistance to implementation. Investigators should also seek to form alliances with local key groups, including PWID organisations, health organisations, patient organisations, NGOs and government representatives. Researchers can interact closely with these stakeholders to assess the local policy environment, including the status of criminal and public health laws and policies pertaining to drug use and prevention—what these laws are, whether they are implemented, and if so, when and how effectively. Researchers should also collaborate with local colleagues to understand the standard of care, and the standard of prevention, and research needs. Investigators should develop a research strategy with the goal of providing the best possible set of interventions that could be made available. This list of interventions may exceed what is currently available, but should constitute a realistic horizon. Discussions with stakeholders can also address the questions raised above concerning whether researchers will be seen as being complicit with bad governmental policy, or whether pressure on policymakers will eventually prompt delivery of better care.

Scientific viability
There can be trade-offs in optimising higher standards of care versus optimising efficiency when choosing prevention methods for clinical trials. In terms of efficiency, there is generally no bright line between ‘possible’ and ‘impossible’ clinical trials, but rather, a gradation of trial sizes and costs. Responsible use of resources for public good is an ethically important objective, and therefore efficiency is also an ethical concern. For a clinical trial to be a viable project, minimum standards for scientific validity and integrity must be met. There is no single appropriate answer to balancing trial efficiency concerns with other ethical criteria; however, there are standards for protection of welfare and safety of trial participants that must be met in all cases.

COMPLICITY: IS IT ETHICALLY PERMISSIBLE TO DO RESEARCH IN SETTINGS WITH OPPRESSIVE POLICIES?
Another concern about research in oppressive settings is that the presence of researchers and the substantial flow of research funding needed to conduct clinical trials, may inadvertently support negative policies and practice, or give economic or practical support to agencies with oppressive policies. At a more abstract level, there is a concern that researchers’ activities can ‘send a message’ that these oppressive policies are acceptable. The question is whether researchers or sponsors should impose a boycott or moratorium on research in settings where basic rights and services for PWID are not protected by local laws and policies, even when research participation offers direct tangible benefits to PWID. As a minimum standard, researchers should provide improved services for PWID in the trial, protect confidentiality and ensure that study participation does not engender social harm—but there remain questions about whether researchers’ engagement could somehow signal support or collusion with oppressive policies.

By way of analogy, consider the use of trade sanctions against regimes that violate human rights or have other morally unacceptable policies affecting their own populations. Sometimes opponents of trade sanctions argue that they are ineffective at changing policy and that they only serve to cause greater economic hardship for vulnerable members of the target country. Proponents of sanctions argue that ‘putting the squeeze’ on governments with reprehensible policies will ultimately force them to change, and furthermore, they might see this as a principled stand: countries that impose sanctions are also causing the benefit they might obtain through active trade agreements, with the aim of forcing policy change in the target country. This analogy, however, does not fit the scenario for research on stigmatised groups like PWID. In contrast to trade sanctions, a boycott or moratorium on research projects in countries that stigmatise or criminalise PWID will not harm the interests of the government or the majority of the population—if anything, it has the potential to derail advancement of the interests of PWID who arguably can stand to benefit both directly and in the longer term, from research. Even in the case where it is uncertain that long-term benefit (of policy change) will emerge, but the balance of risks and benefit to study participants is reasonable, a decision not to conduct the research will not advance the interests of PWID. The pursuit of research on prevention of HIV and related healthcare for PWID is unlikely to be politically popular, and a failure to initiate these kinds of research projects will not create any hardship for policymakers, or exert real political pressure to drive policy changes.

Even if it is clear that boycotting specific countries will not have concrete impact on policies, some commentators believe that sitting research in a country with oppressive practices on some level sends a message of approval of the host country’s approach. There is no documented evidence from previous studies that host countries perceive researchers this way and so this question remains open. In fact, researchers are among the strongest advocates for constructive change in regard to health policies for PWID and other vulnerable groups. It is appropriate for researchers to use their specialised expertise and specific study findings to advocate for better public health approaches for PWID, whenever possible.

CONCLUSION: CRITERIA FOR ETHICALLY ACCEPTABLE RESEARCH WITH PWID IN OPPRESSIVE SETTINGS
Based on our analysis, we propose a set of basic criteria for determining ethical acceptability of proposed research with PWID that supplement conventional scientific and ethical standards for research. The criteria are inter-related, in that satisfaction of one criterion may depend on resolution of the others—but each represents a distinct ethical concern and all the criteria must be met to ensure that adequate ethical protections are in place.

A. The study must fill an important evidence gap which could be used to advance policy to improve healthcare or services for PWID in one or more host countries, even if the need for policy change makes practice implementation on a broader basis uncertain in the near term; B. Community consultation with PWID and relevant advocacy organisations for PWID should take place before the trial and should inform study design, procedures and dissemination. Community input should not be relegated to reviewing consent documents or ‘rubber stamp’ of protocols but should
include substantive discussions about the relevance and acceptability of the research plan and execution;
C. Welfare of study participants should be carefully addressed through risk mitigation procedures such that the research does not exacerbate underlying conditions of stigmatisation, stigma and violence;
D. Clinical trials that involve greater than minimal risk should provide an offsetting prospect of direct benefit to trial participants, and potential risks of research interventions should be counterbalanced by direct benefits;
E. The standard of prevention must be established at the highest standard that can be feasibly and safely delivered at the research sites; provision of sterile injecting equipment must be seen as a basic ethical requirement in all studies;
F. Research teams should contribute to advancing policy discussions in host countries whenever possible, including collaborating with local advocacy and community-based organisations for PWID; and
G. Researchers should support and contribute to global advocacy for evidence-based standards of care and treatment and human rights protections for PWID.

At the extreme, there are cases in which evidence-based HIV prevention methods are illegal in host countries, calling into question the viability of structuring clinical trials with active control arms or prevention packages. However, even in these settings, clinical trials can make positive contributions to evidence and policy development, assuming these six criteria are satisfied and the research is designed and conducted according to accepted scientific and ethical standards.

It is also important to define conditions under which research should not be conducted. Studies that do not offer clinical benefit and involve greater than minimal risk should not be undertaken in populations of PWID who are already disadvantaged by legal, social and political structures. Studies that will predictably increase the likelihood or severity of harm due to exacerbation of background conditions should likewise not go forward. The aim, therefore, should be for research sponsors and researchers to support and conduct research that addresses important evidence gaps, protects PWID from increases in background risk and provides some clinical benefit to PWID, while making the best possible effort to impel constructive policy changes, although in an uncertain environment.

Whether trials should go forward under adverse political and social conditions involves balancing risks and benefits to trial participants, determining whether the trial can serve to improve conditions or policies in the host country, taking efforts to minimise the likelihood that the trial would serve as either implicit or explicit endorsement or support of practices that deny rights and services to PWID, and considering the risks or costs of failing to do research on important health questions for PWID. We hope that discussion and deliberation of our proposed criteria will help focus discussion about the appropriateness of particular research initiatives and contribute to refinement of policy in this regard.

Further scholarship and policy work needs to be directed at how the research community can constructively engage with policymakers to advance the health agenda for PWID, in addition to conducting high quality research to address evidence gaps.
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